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Abstract 

The bacterial KcsA channel conducts K+ cations at high rates while excluding Na+ cations. 

Herein, we report an artificial ion‐channel formed by H‐bonded stacks of crown‐ethers, 

where K+ cation conduction is highly preferred to Na+ cations. The macrocycles aligned 

along the central pore surround the K+ cations in a similar manner to the water around the 

hydrated cation, compensating for the energetic cost of their dehydration. In contrast, the Na+ 

cation does not fit the macrocyclic binding sites, so its dehydration is not completely 

compensated. The present highly K+‐selective macrocyclic channel may be regarded as a 

biomimetic of the KcsA channel. 

 



 

The exchange of ions across the lipid bilayer membrane is a prerequisite for many 

physiological processes.1, 2 Natural ion channels play significant roles in supporting the 

metabolism of living cells, and their dysfunction can lead to a number of diseases, even 

death.3 Among ion channels, the KcsA K+ channel is highly selective for K+ cations. It has a 

hydrophobic conical pore and the selectivity filter in the middle, affording closely spaced 

carbonyl sites for the selective coordination of the dehydrated K+ cations.4 

Biomimetic approaches have been used to develop artificial supramolecular channels with the 

hope to reach the high selectivity of the KcsA channel.5–7 Barrel‐stave systems,8 G‐

quadruplex,9 lariat crown ethers,10 hydraphiles11 or peptide‐appended crownethers12, 13 have 

been intensively used to construct ion‐channels for selective ionic translocation. We are 

interested in the possibility to self‐organize heteroditopic ureido crown ethers through H‐

bonding for suitable membrane ion channel transport functions.14 This approach has been 

extended to light‐responsive channels, and the structure-activity relationships have been 

determined.15 We know from our previous studies, that lipophilic ureido crown ethers disrupt 

the bilayer membrane at low concentration, showing rare single channel openings. At higher 

concentration, a rich array of interconverting channel conductance states are observed for K+ 

cations. The channels arise from H‐bonded stacks of crown ethers where transport of cations 

would occur by the macrocycles around a central large pore.14b Within this context we 

presumed that the entropic cost of cation binding/transport must be far larger than the case 

where these macrocyclic receptors present a restricted conformational entropy in the bilayer. 

Their self‐assembly can influence their dynamic distribution and the stability of the channels 

within the bilayer membrane. Within this context, steroids are important cyclic compounds,16 

intensively used in the construction and stabilization of many ion channel superstructures.16–

18 Based on these observations, we designed and prepared in this study, a series of 

cholesteryl‐thioureido‐ethylamide crown ethers that self‐assemble into robust ion‐channels 

and show a remarkably high selectivity for the K+ against Na+ cations, close to that of natural 

channels. The thioureido‐ethylamide linker connecting crown ether and cholesterol moieties 

form H‐bonded arrays of channel‐type stacks of crown ethers disposed in very close 

proximity pointing towards the center of the channel and expected to serve as ion selectivity 

filters.19 Cholesterol moieties aiming to stabilize the channels, act as anchoring arms inducing 

low diffusivity, clustering, and higher preorganization of the macrocycles in lipid bilayers.20 



The synthesis of key compounds 1a-c is presented in Scheme1. 3β‐Cholest‐5‐en‐3‐yl‐

N‐(2‐aminoethyl) carbamate 2 was prepared according to the literature21 and then converted 

to 3β‐cholest‐5‐en‐3‐yl‐N‐(2‐isothiocyanatoethyl)‐carbamate,22 which was reacted in situ 

with the corresponding 4‐amino‐benzo‐crown‐ethers 3a/3b, to provide cholesteryl‐

thioureido‐ethylamide crown ethers 1a and 1b. The macrocyclic heads are benzo‐15‐crown‐5 

in 1a and benzo‐18‐crown‐6 in 1b, known to be dimensionally compatible with Na+ and K+ 

cations, respectively. Compound 1c was prepared from N‐Boc‐1,2‐ethylenediamine and 4′‐

isothiocyanatobenzo‐15‐crown‐5. All compounds display spectroscopic and analytical data in 

accordance with their structures (Supporting Information, Figures S1-S6). 

 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of a) cholesteryl thioureidoethylamide‐15‐crown‐5‐ether 1a, and 

cholesteryl thioureidoethylamide‐18‐crown‐6‐ether 1b and b) of the reference tert‐

butylthioureidoethylamide‐15‐crown‐5 ether, 1c. 

 

The self‐assembly behaviors in solution were investigated by 1H NMR dilution 

experiments. Amazingly, the chemical shift of Ha of the thiourea group of compound 1a 

shows at low concentration (9 mM) an unexpected chemical shift at 8.0 ppm (Figure 1a), 

reflecting its intramolecular H‐bonding in the monomer. Then, the upfield Ha chemical shifts 

until 7.83 ppm (C1a=21 mM) toward a plateau (C1a=21‐43 mM) and then above 43 mM, the 

Ha signal shifts gradually from 7.83 ppm to lower field. Rather, the plateau associated with 

the constant upfield shift of Hc in the carbamate moiety (Figure 1b) indicates a stepwise 

association process to form at least two distinct types of aggregates. We assume that the 



process occurring at the plateau concentrations is the formation of a dimer from monomers. 

Then, the dimer would be essentially fully formed below 43 mM, when oligomeric species 

emerge. This behavior is similar with that of previously reported ureido crown ethers,14b 

consistent with the formation of a range of oligomers beyond the dimer since these species 

would give a steady change over the concentration range. Similar behaviors were observed 

for compounds 1b and 1c (Supporting Information, Figures S7, S8). Meanwhile, structural 

information on the self‐association of 1a-c in solid state was obtained using atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). The compounds 1a and 1b form thin films from CHCl3 (thickness of ca. 

100 nm), with circular and boat‐shape nanometric holes, respectively (Supporting 

Information, Figures S9, S10). Presumably, the holes are the result of the amphiphilic self‐

assembly of the hydrophobic cholesteryl and the polar crown ether moieties, including 

intermolecular H‐bonding and solvophobic effects. Importantly, in the absence of the bulky 

non‐polar cholesteryl moiety, no uniform structures were obtained for compound 1c, (data 

not shown), emphasizing the role of cholesterol to promote channel‐like architectures. 

 



Figure 1. Chemical shifts of the a) N‐Ha and b) N‐Hc protons plotted against the 

concentration of 1a in CDCl3 at 293 K. c) Concentration‐dependent equilibria between 

intramolecularly H‐bonded monomer, and intermolecularly H‐bonded dimer and oligomers. 

 

The transport activity of 1a,b, dispersed within the L‐α‐phosphatidyl‐choline before 

the formation of large unilamellar vesicles (LUV), towards alkali cations was evaluated using 

pH gradient assays.23, 24 The results showed that 1a is completely inactive towards Li+, Na+, 

and Cs+ cations (Figure 2a; Supporting Information, Figures S14, S15, S18). Interestingly, 1a 

is highly active towards K+ cations and slightly active for Rb+ cations. Figure 2c illustrates 

the compound relative transport activity towards the different cations, which clearly 

emphasizes the selectivity of 1a for K+ and the good efficiency of 1b for Rb+ and Cs+, 

especially compared to 1c, which can be considered as inactive. The Hill analysis of K+ 

transport through 1a channels reveals a linear concentration-activity relationship with a Hill 

coefficient of 1.12±0.08 (R2=0.922), resembling that of a Class I channel.25 The transport 

activity of 1a decreased in the following order: K+>Rb+>Li+≈Na+≈Cs+ (Table 1), 

corresponding to the Eisenman sequence IV or V.26 We know from previously reported X‐ray 

single‐crystal structures, that lipophilic ureido‐benzo‐15‐crown‐5‐ether and ureido‐benzo‐18‐

crown‐6‐ether bind Na+ (Figure 3a) and K+ (Figure 3b) cations, respectively, through one 

macrocycle, while a sandwich‐type geometry has been determined for complexation of the 

bigger K+ cations by two 15‐crown‐5‐ethers moieties (Figure 3c).27 The highly selective 

transport rate of K+ cations is in part due to its sandwich‐type recognition by the crown‐ethers 

as observed in the crystal structure, completely surrounding the K+ cations in a similar 

manner to the water molecules around the hydrated cation (Figure 3c, bottom). 

 



Figure 2. Transport of a) Na+ and b) K+ cations as determined in a pH gradient assay as a 

function of 1 a concentration. c) Transport percentage of alkali cations through LUVs 

containing 1:10 mol:mol, compd:lipid of 1a, 1b, and 1c. Pseudo first‐order rate constants k 

for the transport of alkali cations through LUVs containing d) 1a: or e) 1b compounds, k was 

calculated by calibration of fluorescence intensity ratio change to vesicle internal pH 

following a method previously demonstrated by Davis and co‐workers.24 

 

Figure 3. (top) X‐ray crystal structures of a) ureido‐benzo‐15‐crown‐5‐ether⋅NaNO3; b) 

ureido‐benzo‐18‐crown‐6‐ether⋅KNO3 and ureido‐benzo‐15‐crown‐5‐ether ⋅KNO3 

complexes. (bottom) Geometry of the oxygen atoms (white spheres) binding around Na+ 

cations (left, grey spheres) and K+ cations (middle and right, black spheres) in the presented 

X‐ray crystal structures.27 

 

Table 1. Transport EC50 and Hill factors of 1a-c towards alkali cations  

Comp. 
 

Li+ Na+ K+ Rb+ Cs+ 

1a EC50 [μM] Hill no. –[a] –[a] 26.5 1.12 31.4 0.55 –[a] 

1b EC50 [μM] Hill no. –[a] –[a] 29.1 0.49 26.4 0.72 25.1 1.10 

1c EC50 [μM] Hill no. –[a] –[a] 94.6 0.43 90.0 0.48 –[a] 
[a]no activity detected.  

 

In contrast, for the Na+ cations, the macrocyclic binding sites are not covering the 

hydration sites, so Na+ dehydration is not completely compensated (Figure 3a,b bottom). This 

is similar to how the KcsA K+ channel functions, where the perfect positioning of the 

carbonyl moieties replacing the hydration sphere of K+ cations in the active gate is 

determinant for the selective K+ translocation against the imperfectly coordinated Na+ 

cations. The exact transport mechanism is difficult to be completely described by these data, 

but the selective K+‐file permeation can be performed by successive coordination processes 



along the parallel oriented crown channels acting as an exceptional lubricant in the 

hydrophilic part of the channel. This assumption is confirmed by the lower activity of 1b 

towards Li+, Na+, and K+ than Cs+ and Rb+ cations. 1b is dimensionally compatible with K+ 

cations, fitting the 18‐crown‐6‐ether cavity, and forming the sandwich type complexes with 

Rb+ and Cs+, which are better complexed within the channel. The transport activity of 1b 

decreases in the order of Cs+>Rb+>K+>Na+≈Li+ (Table 1), that is, the Eisenman sequence I, 

corresponding also to the energetic penalty for ion dehydration.26 

Finally, the control compound 1c shows extremely low activities towards all cations 

(Table 1), confirming the significant anchoring role of cholesterol moiety stabilizing the ion‐

channel superstructures within the membrane. The EC50 values (the concentration in μM 

required to obtain 50% ion conduction) reveal that the presence of the cholesteryl moiety in 

1a,b has increased the transport activity by more than three times than 1c. 

In conclusion, the high selectivity of K+ transport through the artificial cholesteryl‐

thioureido crown ether ion channels 1 a shows formal similarity with that of the KcsA K+ 

channel. The biological K+ channel has a selectivity filter in the middle of the channel, 

affording closely spaced carbonyl sites for the perfect coordination the K+ cations.4 

We know that cholesteryl compounds form liquid crystalline phases, and the textures 

revealed by AFM suggest that might the case with these derivatives. The self‐assembly of ion 

channels 1a in the bilayer is probably stabilized by the cholesterol moieties, and the system 

should present a high degree of supramolecular order within bilayers. The transport 

experiments show that these superstructures form membrane spanning structures with clear 

cation‐conductance behaviors. The macrocycles pointing toward the hydrophylic part of the 

channel certainly facilitate the transport of the cations, allowing the control of K+‐transport 

selectivity, which is rarely observed with self‐assembled artificial systems. As observed in 

crystal structures, the dimensional fit of Na+ cations induce an incomplete coordination 

ability, which leads, after cation entrance, to a partial dehydration and correspondingly to low 

transport rate. In contrast, the sandwich‐type recognition surrounding the K+ cations in a 

similar manner to the water molecules around the hydrated cation in water, has important 

consequences for the highly selective K+ translocation along the channel, which totally 

compensates the energetic cost of their dehydration. Altogether, the present work 

demonstrates the potential of the investigated channels as an interesting biomimetic 

alternative of K+ KcsA channels. 

 



 

Experimental Section 

LUV fabrication: The vesicles (LUVs) were formed using egg yolk L‐α‐phosphatidylcholine 

(EYPC chloroform solution, 800 μL, 20 mg) and the appropriate amount of 1a‐1b dissolved 

in a CHCl3/MeOH mixture. The solution was evaporated without heating and dried overnight 

under high vacuum. The resulting thin film was hydrated in 400 μL of buffer (10 mM sodium 

phosphate, pH 6.4, 100 mM NaCl) containing 10 μM HPTS (8‐hydroxypyrene‐1,3,6‐

trisulfonic acid trisodium salt). During hydration, the suspension was submitted to eight 

freeze-thaw cycles (liquid nitrogen, water at room temperature). The obtained white 

suspension was extruded 21 times through a 0.1 μm polycarbonate membrane, at 35-40°C, in 

order to transform the large multilamellar liposome suspension (LMVs) into large unilamellar 

vesicles (LUVs) with an average diameter of 100 nm. The LUVs suspension was separated 

from extra‐vesicular HPTS dye by using size exclusion chromatography (SEC, stationary 

phase Sephadex G‐50, mobile phase: phosphate buffer with 100 mM NaCl), diluted with 

mobile phase to give 2.8 mL of stock solution. The stock solution has to be used two weeks 

after its preparation. 

 

Cation transport experiments: We used a ratio data collection method. 100 μL of stock 

vesicle solution was suspended in 1.88 mL of the corresponding buffer (containing 100 mM 

of the analyzed cation) and placed into a quartz fluorimetric cell. The emission of HPTS at 

510 nm was monitored at two excitation wavelengths (403 and 460 nm) simultaneously. An 

experiment takes 600 s, with two main events: at 50 s, 29 μL of aqueous NaOH (0.5 M) was 

added, resulting in a pH increase of about one unit in the extravesicular media. Finally, at 505 

s, when the curve is stabilized, the monitoring was stopped by lysing the vesicles with 

detergent (40 μL of 5% aqueous Triton X‐100), in order to equilibrate the intravesicular and 

the extravesicular solution. The value of transport was obtained as a ratio of the emission 

intensities monitored at 460 and 403 nm, and normalized to 100% of transport (fluorescence 

curves are a I/I0 ratio function on time, between 0 and 1). We calculated the first‐order rate 

constant from the slopes of the plot of ln ([H+
in]‐[H+

out]) versus time, where [H+
in] and [H+

out] 

are the intravesicular and extravesicular proton concentrations, respectively. The [H+
out] was 

assumed to be constant during the experiment (pH 7.4), while [H+
in] values were calculated 

for each point from the HPTS emission intensity with excitation at 403 nm (using the 

calibration equation [H+
in]=1.1684*log(I/I0)+6.9807). Then we determined the fractional 



activity (Y), the highest value of I/I0 before lysing the vesicles with detergent. After 

considering this value (at 500 s), we expressed Y function on time, and we obtained linear 

and polynomial fittings. To calculate Hill coefficient, we expressed log of Y versus log of 

compound concentration. The slope is the Hill coefficient and it is expressing the 

cooperativity (a Hill coefficient of 1 can be interpreted as cooperative and or higher‐order 

channel formation). See details in the Supporting Information. 
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